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ABSTRACT 

The Fréjus detector has reached an integrated fiducial sensitivity of 1.4 
kt.year. The data provide no evidence for nucléon decay, Mie number 
of selected events being consistent with the expected background due 
to atmospheric neutrino interactions. The lower lifetime limhs obtained 
range from 0.9 10 3 1 to 2.9 1 0 3 1 years for the modes with a musing anti-
neutrino in the final state, and from 0.8 10 3 1 to 5.1 I 0 3 J yevas for the 
modes with one charged lepton in the final state. 

1. THE FREJUS D E T E C T O R 

The Fréjus laboratory is located in the tunnel which links Modane (France) 
to Bardonecchia (Italy), under the Fréjus peak. The average overburden is 4800 
m water equivalent, and the residual muon flux (4.2 per m 2 and per day) produces 
in average 20 trigger per hour. 

The detector is a 900 ton calorimeter consisting of iron plates and planes of 
6 meters long flash chambers and Geiger tubes. The iron plates are 3 mm thick, 
which corresponds to 0.17 radiation length. The Geiger tubes, which have a 1-5 x 
1.5 cm 2 cross section, provide the trigger. Between adjacent Geiger planes, spaced 
each 11 cm (1.45 radiation length), there are 8 Hash planes. The flash tubes have 
a cross section of 5 x 5 m n r , and give t he granularity of the calorimeter. More 
details about it can be fourd in ref. I. 

Both flash and Geiger tubes are alternatively horizontal and vertical and thus 
provide two perpendicular views of each event. One of the contained events is 
shown in fig.l. The showers (such as the one to the left in fig. 1) are recognized 
from their lateral width and the irregularity of the flash hit positions. The energy 
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of the shower is obtained from the number of Hash hits, using the results of a test 
beam calibration. In order to distinguish pilotons from electrons, the conversion 
distance can be used. It is on the average 10.5 cm for photons. The other particles 
l/i.rr, f\\p) produce tracks (to the right in fig. 1); their momentum is measured 
from their range in the detector. If the track has a visible secondary interaction 
it is interpreted as heiug due to a pion, otherwise a mass hypothesis has to be 
introduced for each track depending on the analysis. The vertex can be found 
ivilliouf ambiguity in most of the events, and the error on its measurement is less 
than or of the order of 3 cm for all the nucléon decay modes. If there are two 
possible vertices (due to a secondary pion interaction) the vertex is chosen and 
the event interpreted according to the analysis. 

The number of .spurious flash 
hits is smaller than 1 pnr in" per 
view. The visibility threshold of '" : . 
a prong is thus low: at least -l ' -
flash hits are required. This cor- ; 
responds roughly to a momentum , 
of 40 MeV/c for electrons and ; 
photons, 150 MeV/c for pions, 
350 MeV/c for kaous, and 550 - ,. , 
MeV/c for protons. '• 

Fit). 1: Contained event and its mea
sure nient. The points correspond to 
flush hits, the crosses to Geiger hits. 
The measured energy of the shower (to 
the left) is $50 MeV. and the range of 
tke track (to the right) corresponds to 
an energy of j:i5 Me [for a it. 

I 
i 
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The fiducial volume used in this analysis is defined by removing 50 cm from 
the edges of the detector. Tins distance corresponds roughly to 7 radiation 
lengths for showers, -r> conversion lengths for photons, 1 interaction length for 
neutrons. The resulting fiducial mass is then n?t-\ tons. 

2. DATA 

The detector has taken data since 1 OS4 with a running efficiency of 80 %, 
and reached a fiducial sensitivity of 1.1 kt.year in April 1988. 

The contained events recorded by the detector are due to atmospheric 
neutrino interactions, which constitute the background for the nucléon decay. 
The comparison of the Monte Carlo simulation of these neutrino interactions 
with the data is presented in the talk about the study of atmospheric neutrino 
interactions ' J ' . Fig. 2 presents the most relevant features of this comparison for 
the nucléon decay analysis: the total energy and total momentum distributions 
for contained events with at least two prongs, for the data (1.4 kt.year) and for 
a Monte Carlo event sample which corresponds to a sensitivity of 5 kt.y. 

The region where nucleoli decay events with a charged lepton are expected 
is shown in fig. 2: 

Tolal energy between 700 and 1100 MeV 
Total momentum smaller than 400 MeV/c 

Those values take into account the effects of the Fermi momentum and 
of the detector resolulion, and are average values for alJ decay modes with a 
charged lepton. In the channel by channel analysis, different cuts are used 
in order to take into account the characteristics of each decay mode, but the 
number of events within this region gives a global check of the consistency 
between the data and the expected atmospheric neutrino rate: 

2 events among the data are in this region 
3.3 events are expected from the Monte Carlo 

An independent background evaluation has also been done from a reanal-
ysis of the data of the Aachen-Padova neutrino beam experiment at CERN, 
whose apparatus was similar to that of the Frejus experiment ' 3 ' . From this 
analysis, 3 events with at least two prongs are expected in the nucléon decay 
region. The three values are thus in good agreement, the number of events 
detected being consistent with the expected background. 
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FIG. J: Totnl risible energy E (MeV) rer.ntn to/rif momentum P (MeV/c) 

for events with at Ira,ft tiro risible prongs: (a) data ( ! .4 kt.y), (b) Monte Carlo 

events ( ï let.y). The "fmi-" corn* pond s to the region where nucléon decay events 

iviih a charged lepton arc expected. 

3. NUCLEON DECAY ANALYSIS 

The decay modes considered belong to two classes: decay modes with a 

charged lepton and one meson, and decay modes with an anti-neutrino and 

one meson. The analysis of the decay modes with a charged lepton is still in 

progress, and the results given in this talk are not final. More details are given 

about tlie analysis of the decay modes with an anti-neutrino since the results 

presented here are final 4 ) . 

3.1 Decay Modes ,V — 0 - X 

The list of the modes considered is restricted only by the electric charge 

ami total enemy conservation. The meson X emitted can thus be a TT, I\,J},p.^, 

or A*. For the unstable mesons, the most important final states are considered, 

and this leads to 19 different analyses. In order to reduce the neutrino back

ground as much as possible, this analysis is exclusive: for the different decay 

channels the required topoloey and the kiuematical variables used to define the 

cuts can be dilFcrejit. 

In each decay channel, I he events aie selected when the visible topology 

provides a clear signature of the decay mode considered. In particular, the 
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events where the topology has been distorted by the interaction of the decay 

products insult1 the iron nucleus are rejected. Thanks to the fine grain of the 

detector, a high number of prongs ran be identified and measured. A few 

examples of the required topologies are given in the following table: 

Decay mode Topology 

/i — i'K'[(i'u\ 1,2 tracks 

p ~ i ' A ' É i f ^ / \ > ' IT" |) :{ I racks 

n - PA'_!l(ïr0T0) .'{,! showers 

n - i>7(:t-") (.').(. showers 

n — Pu-'f .T ' - " - ' ' I '2 tracks. '2 showers 

In the decay mode p — i/K h[/i ' c ) . the K ' track is visible in 30% of the 

events. 

The topological and kincmatical ruts are chosen according to the character

istics of each channel and t he origin of the background. In order to evaluate tins 

background, a Monte-Carlo sample corresponding to a minimum of 10 kt.year 

of data has been considered. Kinematical cuts can be set on the momentum 

of each track, the angle between tracks, or on invariant masses, total energy 

and momentum. The description of eacli individual analysis can be found in 

reference 4. For example, in the decay channel p — i>/v'" + (7r°K + (ft + u)), the 

most important signature comes from the fact that the K h decays at rest into 

a monochromatic nmon. Cuts are set on the fih momentum and on the K + 

momentum when it is visible (in 30% of the events). In order to be able to re

construct the 7T°. two visible showers are required and cuts are set on the total 

electromagnetic energy, 77 invariant, mass and 77 angle. In order to reject the 

background due to charged current i/e/ûr interactions, one of the showers has 

to be identified as a 7 with a conversion distance larger than 5 cm. 

The results of the analysis arc presented in table 1. The number of selected 

events (candidates) among the data is consistent with the expected background 

in each channel. If one excludes tiie decay mode p — t>7r+. which has a very 

poor signature and thus a high background, the background level is low: smaller 

than or close to one event for each final state. Since certain events have more 

than one possible interpretation, for example due to different mass hypotheses 

for charged tracks or to more than one possible vertex choice due to a secondary 

interaction, some events appear in more than one channel. For all the decay 
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modes with an anti-nenlrinn ronsidered (excluding; the decay mode p — ï>?r+), 

!) independent background events art* expected ;inrl 7 experimental independent 

events were found. 

Table 1 : Decay modes ,V - /' L A" 

Decay mode I'mal stale f -:.„„,,„ Bk Data r / B ( l lV'y) 

,1 - I'll" ; : • 10 II). 1.2 1 1.3 

n - i/A" T " T " IT 
II 

Ill 1.3 
0..ri 

0 
1 

1.5 

II — fl) •n Hi 
.'11 

Ifi. 0.3 
0.6 

1) 
0 

2.9 

n — (>//' IT ~ It 13 U. 2.1 1 0.9 

n — Ox IT " . T 
— U -
•' 1 

•' !l. 
32 

11. 0.3 
0.-1 

0 
1 

1.7 

„ - uK-" T" A'"l 

IT A' > 

I*" 
[ir" 

12 
15 
IS 

12. .3 
0.6 
1.2 

0 
0 
0 

2.2 

p — Ox *" TT*- I(i. Hi. 1-4. 11 1.0 

p - - i> K u 

IT ' TT" 

12 12 1.0 
0.8 

1 
0 

1.5 

P — »>*>" T ' T » IS. 15. 0.0 0 2.4 

p — 0Km+ 7r4-A*£.(7ruTr°) .16 11 0.8 0 1.7 
Tr^A'jjfn-1"*-) !). 0.6 0 
7rnKl[fr^) \r,. o.-i 0 
x"K*ix~-°) :u. 0.6 0 

The detection elhYiency £ obtained for each final state takes into account 

the effects of the reinteraction of the decay products inside the iron nucleus. 

These £ are weighted according to the known branching ratios of the meson 

decay in order to obtain the efficiency -:,„,„/,. lor the nucléon decay modes. The 

partial lower lifetime limits given in the Insl eohmm of table 1 are background 

subtracted' 1 ' and computed at 1)0 'A CM.. 
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3.2 Decay modes .V — /*" 4- A': 

The present status i>f the results obtained for the modes with a charged 
leplon in the linal state is ^iven in table 2. 

T a b l e 2 : D e c a y m o d e s .V « / f - .V 

Decay mode Final state •:ma,le Data r / B ( L 0 3 1 y ) 

p - f + !T» 77 31. 0 5.1 

P-fM<° 
If*"*" 

16. 0 2.6 

P-^n 1-1 22. 0 3.S 

P - e V x + i r " 10. 2 0.8 

p-^x" 77 26. 0 •1.5 

P-M*K° 
"l<{ 

20. 0 3.4 

p - c V T~JT~ 21. I 2.5 

ii —. e + Tr~ 7T~ 16. 0 3.1 

n — erp~ T - T " 20. 0 3.9 

n — fi~K~ 7T~ 12. 0 2.3 

n - p.+p- TT-n-0 9. 0 1.8 

p — e + e " e + 70. 0 12 

p — ^p-~v* 60. 0 10 

Within the cuts presently employed, the two events already mentioned in 
the section 2 are retained. One of them has two possible interpretations, and 
thus appears twice in the table. The background evaluation is still in progress, 
but within the cuts currently used: 

0.8 events arc expected in the demy mode p — e*p°, while 2 are observed. 

0.9 events are expected in the decay mode p — p*p . while 1 is observed. 
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The background lies between 0.1 and 1 event for the other final states con
sidered, and no event.s are selected. The total number of expected background 
events for the decay nmdes /V —/*")• A* is cluse to 3 events. The number of can
didates is I hits consistent with the t-xpected background in these decay modes, 
both in the channel by channel analysis and globally. For the two decay chan
nels where the candidates appear, the limits given in table 2 are background 
subtracted. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The Fréjus detertor has readied an integrated fiducial sensitivity of 1.1 
kl.y, and there is no evidence for nucléon decay in the data. All the features 
of the contained events are consistent with the background due to atmospheric 
neutrino interactions, either globally or in the channel by channel analysis. For 
the decay modes with an anti-neutrino the efficiencies lie between 10% and 
lfi%, 7 candidates are retained whereas 9 background events are expected and 
the final analysis leads to lower lifetime limits ranging from 0.9 I 0 3 1 to 2.9 10 3 1 

years. The analysis of the decay modes with a charged lepton is stilt in progress, 
the efficiencies lie between lU('r- and 31?c- Two events are retained but these 
are consistent with the expected background, and the lifetime limits range from 
0.8 TO31 to 5.1 10 3 1 years. 
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